QH(3S(S-)\
If S ' is an augmented commutative d.g. algebra over a field i of characteristic zero, then the bar construction £%( S ') on S ' is a commutative d.g. Hopf algebra. Denote the augmentation ideal of 3ê(ê') by W(é") (or /). The indecomposable elements of SS(S') are defined to be QSê(ê') = I/I2. Since SS(ê') = Â® ISS(S'), there is a natural projection SJt(ê') -» QSS(ê '). Our main result is the following.
Theorem. // S ' is a commutative d. g. algebra over the field i of characteristic zero, then there is a natural splitting s: QS8($') -* W(S') of the natural projection it: lSS(S') -» QSS(S'). The splitting s commutes with the differentials. Moreover, the map A(QâS(é")) -* SS(S') induced by s, from the free commutative d.g. algebra generated by QSf(ê') into SB(S'), is a d.g. algebra isomorphism.
In fact, the idempotent y = s ° it is given by the formula
where sh(rl5..., rm) denotes the shuffles of {!,..., m} of type (/*,,..., rm) and where e: 2m -» {-1,1} is the representation of the symmetric group obtained by assigning weight -1 + degüj to üj.
Corollary.
The natural map QH'(38(ë')) -» H'(Q3ê(ê')) is an isomorphism. D One version of the Poincaré-Birkhoff-Witt (P.B.W.) theorem (cf. [6, appendix B] ) states that if A is a commutative d.g. Hopf algebra, then there is a natural d.g. coalgebra isomorphism S(PA) ~ A between A and the symmetric coalgebra on the primitives PA of A. Thus, the assertion that there is a d.g. algebra isomorphism A(QâS(é")) = 3ù(ê •) is, in some sense, a dual P.B.W, theorem (cf. [4] ). In fact, if S ' is 1-connected and of finite type, then 3S(ê ') is also of finite type and this assertion follows from the P.B.W. theorem by taking A = Hom(&(£'), Â). When £' is not connected or not of finite type, Sd(S') is no longer of finite type and such a dualization argument cannot be applied directly because the dual of 3S(i ') is not a Hopf algebra.
The interesting part of the theorem is the formula for the splitting. This has been used in [3] where it is used to prove the technical, but useful result that if $' is a mixed Hodge complex (M.H.C.), then QâS(S') is also a M.H.C. It was decided to publish the result of this paper separately since it may be of wider interest.
The proof of the theorem is inspired by K.-T. Chen's method of power series connections and the relationship between iterated integrals and the bar construction on the one hand and iterated integrals and the Lie theory of nilpotent groups on the other (cf. [1] ). 2. Proof of the theorem. First consider the case where the underlying algebra of S ' is the free graded commutative algebra A(ax,...,an), where dego, > 2 for each / The bar construction 3S(S') is of finite type and so A = Hom(3S(S'), 4) is a cocommutative d.g. Hopf algebra. From the P.B.W. theorem and the Milnor-Moore theorem [5] , we know that A is isomorphic, as a d.g. coalgebra, with the free symmetric coalgebra S(PA) on the set of primitives PA of A. The dual of the natural projection p: S(PA) -» PA is the map s: QSS(S') -* I38(S') that we seek, and the d.g. algebra map Asf A(Q3S(S')) -* 38(S ') induced by s is dual to the d.g. coalgebra isomorphism A -» S(PA). Consequently, As is an isomorphism of d.g. algebras.
The next step is to derive the formula for the associated idempotent y: 138 (S ') -» 138( S ') in this case. For the time being, we will forget about differentials. Choose a graded basis bx, b2,... of IS' with bj = a. when 1 <y < «. Denote the dual basis of Hom(/<? ', i) by Xx, X2.Desuspend (i.e., reduce the degree of) each Xj by 1. Denote the free graded associative ring generated by Xx, X2,... by ¿(Xx, X2,...) and the ring of formal power series in the indeterminates Xx, X2,... with coefficients in SS(S') by 38 (S ')((Xx, X2,... >>. By defining each X, to be primitive, these algebras become (complete) Hopf algebras. 2 The key to establishing the formula for y is to view a certain element of 38(S')((XX, X2,...)) as a Hopf'algebra isomorphism between £{XX, X2,...) and A. Viewing the isomorphism in this way allows one to take its logarithm, which turns out to be the correct thing to do.
Consider I38(S') -» I38(i') using the formula above. It is immediate that y = y2, that y commutes with the differential and that y is a graded map of degree 0. If ax,..., à" e IS ', then we can find a free graded commutative algebra sf ' = A(SX,..., an) where (a) deg5j > 2, j *■ 1,..., «, (b) degäj = degaymod2, /' = l,...,n.
The natural map s/ ' -* £' defined by taking äj to Oj is Z/2 graded and thus induces a Z/2 graded Hopf algebra map 3S(s/') -» ^(¿") that commutes with y. The assertions of the theorem now follow. For example, we will prove that kery = 1238(S').
First, if « g I23S($'), then there exists a subalgebra J5" of $' generated by ax,...,a" say, such that u g I238(!F'). Pick a free graded commutative algebra si ' = A(a~x,..., 5a) as above and a map ¿/ ' -» J5" '. Denote by p: á?( j^ ") -» 3ê(ê') the induced map. There exists û g l238(si') such that p(w) = u. Since y(«) = 0 and p » y = y ° p, it follows that y(w) = 0. That is, I238(S ') ç ker y. On the other hand, it follows directly from (*) that im(y -1) Q I23S(S'). Since y is an idempotent, kery = im(l -y). Thus kery ç I238(S').
The assertion that the map As: A(Q38(ê')) -* 38(S') is a d.g. algebra isomorphism is proved similarly. D Remarks, (a) The referee has pointed out that since only the differential of B(si') depends on the multiplication of si ', all assertions of the theorem, with the exception of the statement that ds = ds, follow from the corresponding assertions for algebras with trivial multiplication. Since these are direct limits of their finite dimensional subalgebras, we may assume that si is finite dimensional. Taking the bigraded dual of B(si'), one sees that the existence of the splitting 5 and the fact that As is an isomorphism are immediate consequences of the P.B.W. theorem.
(b) An immediate consequence of the proof of the theorem is that we now have an explicit formula for the Lie transport TL of a formal connection ( w, L) on a d.g.a. S ' (cf. [2, (6. 
